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at

Osceola Corporate Center
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This plan may have been reduced in size; verify before scaling dimensions.
NOTES:
1. All crosswalks and sidewalks shall have a maximum or ground slope.
2. All sidewalks and handrail areas shall be constructed to provide positive drainage away from the buildings.
3. All grates shown at the edge of the sidewalk or at cross points shall be filled with pipe and covered with concrete provided drainageway is immediately adjacent.
4. All pipe grates shown at a turn or side of the pavement elevations unless otherwise noted.
5. All existing utility manholes, valves, or structures to maintain their existing elevations.
6. No tree shall be planted within 12 feet of any drainageway.
7. The existing drainage pattern and flow shall remain undisturbed during the construction of the project.
8. All stormwater pipe joints and box inlets to be wrapped with new approved filter fabric prior to backfill.
9. Contractor shall verify all existing utilities and structures locations.
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